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INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
The scalar parabolic equation 
u, = u,, +f(u, u,, XL XE(O, 1) 
U.x(C 0) = U,(4 1) = 0, 
(1) 
wheref: R* x [0, l] + R is a Ck function, k b 3, generates a local nonlinear 
semigroup in H’(0, 1) [ 11, 91. If, as we shall assume, f satisfies suitable 
qualitative conditions, for instance f(u, 0, x) .u< 0 for Iu( large, and 
If(u, v, x)1 bc(1 + loIs) with c> 0, O<y ~2, uniformly for x, u in compact 
sets, then this local semigroup can be extended to a global semigroup [2] 
which admits a “global attractor,” that is, a compact connected invariant 
set A c H’ which is globally uniformly asymptotically stable [9, 201. 
Therefore, the first and most important step in understanding the dynamics 
generated by (1) is the study of the flow on A. We endow the above set of 
nonlinear functions f with the Ck strong Whitney topology [13]. For 
genericf (both in the set of functions depending on U, u,, x and also in the 
subset off depending only on U) the structure of A is quite simple: there 
are a finite number of hyperbolic equilibria e,, j= 1, . . . . n [3, 16, 181, and 
A consists of these equilibria and of orbits connecting them [9]. Therefore, 
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the most important steps in the description of the flow on A are the charac- 
terization of the equilibria and their stability indices (here denoted by 
i(e,) = dimension of the unstable manifold of e,), and the construction of 
the “incidence matrix” C = (cii). This is the matrix defined by setting ci, = 1 
if there is an orbit cp: ( -‘x;, ‘x,) + If’ such that 
lim cp( t) = ei, lim q(t) = e,, 
I--t -% ,- +x 
and cii = 0 otherwise. 
Brunovsky and Fiedler [4, 51, have obtained a complete solution of the 
problem of constructing C in the case of an f which only depends on U. 
Other results were previously obtained in [7]. 
The aim of this paper is to study the manifold A+delined by 
M,= ((U,t’,.Y)E[W2X[W+:U=U(S,CI),z’=u~,(X,a),aEDl-~, 
where u( ., a) is the solution of the initial value problem 
u,, +f(u, u.,, ?I) = 0, 
(2) 
u(0) = a, u,(O) = 0, 
and D, is the set of initial conditions such that the solution exists for 
o,<x< 1. 
The set M,- is a smooth bidimensional manifold which completely deter- 
mines the dynamics on A = A,, the attractor of (l), up to topological 
equivalence. We have in fact the following 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that Eq. ( 1) with f = f. has only h~~perbolic equi- 
libria. Then M, = M, implies that there is a homeomorphism h: A, + A,, 
between the attractors A-,; qf Eq. (1) with f = fi, i= 0, 1, which preserves 
orbits and their orientation. 
Proof: Henry [12] and Angenent [1] have independently shown that 
the nonlinear semigroup generated by (1) has the Morse-Smale property in 
the sense that the stable and unstable manifolds of equilibria always inter- 
sect transversally. This transversaiity result and a theorem of Oliva [15] 
stating that infinite dimensional Morse-Smale systems are structurally 
stable with respect to the attractor, imply that, if the nonlinear function f 
changes continuously, the topological structure of the flow on the attractor 
can only change through bifurcation of the set of equilibria. Let fc = sfo + 
(l-s)-f,,s~[O, 11; then MfO=Mf, implies M,;=MI,,s~[O, 11, and 
therefore, if ‘;/-is the projection on the phase plane (u, t’) of the intersection 
of @, with the plane I = 1, we have in particular >I!:, = I’,-, s E [0, 11. Since 
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equilibria of (1) correspond to intersections of 7,. with the axis v = 0, this 
implies that there are no bifurcations of the set of equilibria when s varies 
from 0 to 1. Moreover, hyperbolic equilibria correspond to nondegenerate 
intersections. This follows from a comparison between the linear varia- 
tional equation corresponding to (2) and the eigenvalue problems corre- 
sponding to equilibria in the same way as in [S, 161. 
In view of Proposition 1 it is natural to ask what are the geometric 
properties a manifold M should have in order to be the manifold M, 
corresponding to some .f: One of the results of this paper is a complete 
geometric characterization of such a manifold (cf. Theorem 1.1 and 
Theorem 1.2). From this characterization it is seen that large deformations 
of M,- are possible without changing the number and the transversal 
character of the intersections of ;f with the axis D = 0. This fact suggests 
that the qualitative dynamical behaviour of Eq. ( 1) is determined by the 
qualitative properties of the curve 7,. that is, by the ordering of the inter- 
sections of 7,. with the axis 1: =0 along 7,.. This ordering corresponds to 
the permutation cr;,,: (1, . . . . H} + [ 1, . . . . n), n the number of points in 
y,.n {c = 0}, defined by a(j) > a(i) o h,rj, < b,,i, where h,, . . . . b,, are the 
abscissae of the points in 1;,.n { I’= 0) ordered as they appear on y, when 
yJ- is described by tracing D,- along decreasing values of ~1. Note that, if CI, 
is defined by ~(1, ai) = b;, we have j> i-a, < n, and therefore the per- 
mutation c;,, can also be defined in terms of the ordering of the numbers 
ai and bj corresponding to the values of the equilibria at s = 0 and s = 1. 
The permutation 0 seems to be an important object to consider in the 
classification of all possible dynamics of Eq. (1) and one can conjecture 
that Q;,, = (T?, is a sufficient condition in order that the incidence matrices C,- 
and C,? coincide. We are not able to prove or disprove this conjecture but 
in favor of it we note the following facts: (i) the permutation (T,, contains 
much information on the set of equilibria which is relevant in under- 
standing the dynamics of Eq. (1); in particular from CL, one can read out 
the dimension of the unstable manifold II”’ of each equilibrium e; and 
the number of zeros of the difference i- ej, i # j; (ii) the conjecture is true 
if f does not depend on s and u.,. The last observation is a plain conse- 
quence of the work of Brunovsky and Fiedler [4,5] where in fact it is 
shown that the incidence matrix Ci is determined by the ordering of the 
numbers bi = u( 1, 0,). 
PROPOSITION 2. In the cluss of fknctions depending onl~l on u \t’e haoe 
that the permutation o?, uniqueI]* determines the incidence matrix C,-: CT?, = 
oi.p=-c,= c,. 
After recognizing the importance of the permutation oYi in the classifica- 
tion of the possible dynamics of Eq. (1) it is natural to ask: (a) what are 
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the properties that a permutation (T should have in order to be the 
permutation cry, corresponding to some function f; (b) assuming that (T is 
admissible in the sense that there exist functionsfcorresponding to c, how 
can one of these functions be constructed. The problem of constructing 
such an f is part of the more general inverse problem of synthesizing a 
function .f’ corresponding to a given admissible dynamics of Eq. ( 1). 
Our Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 give a partial answer to the above questions. 
Theorem 2.1 concerns the general case of a function f depending on 
u, u,, .Y and contains the characterization of a large class of admissible 
permutations. Based on Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 it shows how a function f 
corresponding to an admissible permutation in the above class can be 
constructed. Theorem 4.1 gives more complete results for the special case of 
a function which only depends on rd. 
Assume that the permutation gi., corresponding to some f is in the class 
described by Theorem 2.1. Then it is natural to try to use the characteriza- 
tion of the manifold M-,- to construct a continuous family f,, s E [0, 11, of 
functions with f; =.f and such that: (i) the attractor A0 corresponding to 
s = 0 has the simplest possible structure; (ii) for all values of s but a finite 
number of values 0 < s, < . < s,\, < 1 there are only hyperbolic equilibria, 
while at s = si, i = 1, . . . . N, a pitchfork bifurcation takes place; that is, two 
equilibria appear or disappear near an existing equilibrium when s crosses 
si. When this is the case it is possible to construct the incidence matrix of 
J In fact, pitchfork bifurcations have a local character which allows for a 
complete description, given in Theorem 3.3, of how the incidence matrix 
changes through a pitchfork bifurcation. A class of functions f for which 
the above family can be chosen to be simply fb = sf is the class of functions 
which only depends on u and satisfies the condition f (u)/u b f '(u), u # 0. 
This follows from the results in [ 141. Unfortunately, in the general case the 
problem of constructing the family .f, results in a very difficult and global 
problem. 
1. GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLUTION MANIFOLDS 
In this section we present a characterization of the two dimensional 
manifolds M in the phase space R’ x R + corresponding to solution 
manifolds for second order ordinary differential equations of the form (2). 
We are interested in a local characterization of these manifolds, and 
accordingly we will avoid all problems related to the global existence of 
solutions of (2). Hence, we will assume that f is a smooth Ck function, 
k 2 1, satisfying appropriate growth conditions. 
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Let J = (u, u, x) denote a generic point in the phase space [w2 x [w +. 
Rewriting (2) in a system form we obtain 
u, = 1’ 
u, = -f( u, D, s) (1.1) 
u(0) = a, v(0) = 0 
defining the corresponding vector field (u, o, s) + (P, -f(u, ~7, x), 1). Then, 
to each f we associate the solution manifold 44, = ((u, ~1, x) E 1w’ x [w + : u = 
u(x, a), v = u(.u, a), a E rW> defined by all the solutions u = U(X, a), u = u(x, a) 
of the initial value problem ( 1.1). We denote by T,.Mf the tangent space of 
IV/- at the point J’E Mt.. The set M,- is a two dimensional manifold 
parametrized by the single chart cp(.u, a) = (u(x, a), v(,Y, a), x) and we have 
qy,.=v((o, -f, 11, (4, L’,, O)}. In fact, the vectors (11, -.f, 1) and 
(4, u,, 0) are linearly independent as it follows by observing that U, and 
~1, cannot vanish simultaneously because (u,, u,) is the solution of the 
linear variational equation around the orbit through y with initial condi- 
tions u,(O) = 1, o,(O) =O. Let Z be the distribution of planes defined by 
(11, c  .~)+Z~.=sp{(c, 0, l), (0, 1, 0)) (see Fig. l(a)). This distribution is 
associated with second order differential equations in a natural way. In 
fact, if the function f in (1.1) is changed in all possible ways, the corre- 
sponding vector field (~1, -f, 1) varies in ZJ at each point J’. Thus any orbit 
solution of (1.1) passing through 1’ is tangent to Z,., and the vector field 
belongs to the intersection Zj. n T,.M,. The subset of y E M, where this 
intersection is transversal is open and dense in A$ since one easily shows 
that the distribution Z is nonintegrable. We will pay particular attention to 
the subset J’E M,- where the intersection of 1,. and T,.kf,- is not transversal 
0) 
FIG. 1. (a) The distribution Z; (b) The manifolds M, and C’, 
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since it will play an important role in the characterization of the solution 
manifold M,. 
Let Kf denote this subset, KY= {YE M,: C,. = T,.M, ), and let V,- denote 
the subset of ,VE M, where T-vM-, is parallel to the o-axis, that is, the set 
where AI,- has a vertical tangent, V, = 1~’ E M,. : (0, 1,0) E TX M, ). (see 
Fig. l(b)). Clearly, we have that K, c b’/. 
From the expression of T,.A+ it follows that v, = {y E AI,.: u, = O}. This 
characterization of V, implies that for y E V, , T!@, contains the vector 
(0, 0, 1) and hence T,,Mf = Z,. which shows that P’f- c K/. This proves that 
v, = K,- is a necessary condition for a manifold A4 to correspond to the 
solution manifold of some second order differential equation. This means 
that wherever the manifold has a vertical tangent it has also to be tangent 
to the plane distribution Z. 
There is another geometric feature which is characteristic of solution 
manifolds of second order differential equations. To describe it we note that 
we can define a smooth vector field X,. on 44,. by associating to any ~1 E M, 
a unit vector X,. E T? M,. orthogonal to the *y-axis. For each y E Mf we let 
<(.I’) be the component of A’,. on the u-axis; then the geometric property 
alluded to above is expressed by 
.i’E v,-* (V<)(y) #O. 
This can be easily proved by observing that ((~(a, .Y))=u,(z~;~+ u:))‘,’ 
and therefore, since ~(a, x) E I’, implies U, = 0 and consequently ZJ,, # 0, for 
y(a,x)~ V, we have a~(~,(a,.v))/dx=u,,(uf,+o~)~“‘=z~,(z~~+z~~)-’,Z= 1. 
This completes the proof of the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. The solution manifold h4/- of the second order differential 
equation (2) satisfies the .folIowing geometric conditions: 
(i) V/= K,; 
(ii) The function < is well defined on A$ and J’E V, * (Vg)(y) # 0. 
The interesting fact is that conditions (i), (ii) are also sufficient in order 
for a smooth manifold to be the solution manifold of a second order 
differential equation as the following proposition will show. 
Let A4 denote a connected two dimensional manifold in lR2 x R + whose 
intersection with the plane .Y = 0 is exactly the u-axis and which satisfies the 
condition that for IuI larger than some positive number U the projection 
(u, t’, x) + (u, 0, s) is a local diffeomorphism. If T?M denotes its tangent 
space at 4’ E M, then, as before we can define the subsets K= 
(YEM: T,.M=C,.} and V=(~EM:(O, ~,O)ET,.M). Then we have: 
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THEOREM 1.2. If M is a Ck, k > 3, two dimensional manifold as abooe 
which satisfies the condition 
(i) V= K, 
then the f&nction 5 can be locally defined on M and condition (i) together 
with 
(ii) J’E L’*(V~)(j*)#O, 
imply the existence of a Ckp2 function f such that M is the solution manifold 
M/- of the second order d$ferential equation (2) corresponding to f: 
Proof. First, let $ denote a C” smooth map that locally parametrizes M 
around J E M, $(x, U) + (u(x, u), tl(x, a), .X(X, a)). Then, the tangent space 
of M is given by TJ.M=sp{(u,, ~1,. x,), (u,, L’,, .Y~)} with the derivatives 
computed at II/ ‘(J). But since (I, 0,O) 4 Z!. the condition I’= K implies 
that TyM#sp((l,O,O), (0, LO)) and hence VX=(X,,X,)#(O,O) at 
$-l(y). Assume that, for instance, the first component is nonzero, 
&/13x #O. Then, using the implicit function theorem we can write x = 
x(.u, a) locally, and obtain a C” smooth map cp parametrizing M around 
YE M of the form cp: (x, 2) + (u(x, x), u(.v, a), x). 
With all M charted by such maps, we have that the tangent space to M 
is of the form T,.M=sp{(ul, vx,O), (I(.~,, c , 1)) with the derivatives com- 
puted at cp -I( J,). Then, from its definition, we conclude that the set ?’ has 
the local representation V = { y E M: u, = 0 j.. 
Since M is smooth, as soon as we have a smooth scalar field defined on 
M we can extend it smoothly to all the space R2 x R +, obtaining a non- 
unique f satisfying M,- = M. 
We observed before that for J’ E M the vector field (~1, -f (u, II, x), 1 j 
should belong to T).M n Z,.. If y E M\,, V this intersection is transversal and 
the condition (c, -J 1) E T?.M n C!. uniquely determines .f: In fact, it holds 
if and only if the vectors (r, -f, 1 ), which is always in L’, , and 
(u,, L’,, O), (u,, L’,, 1 ), which span T,.M, are linearly independent. 
A simple computation then yields 
f = (L4, - v) : - I'., 
x 
which is a C” ~ ’ smooth scalar field defined on M\ V. To show that f has 
a CkP2 extension to all M we begin by observing that the condition 
Z?. = T,.M in the delinition of the set K is equivalent to the linear 
dependence of the vectors (u,, ~1,. l), (u,, u,, 0), and (v, 0, 1) which occurs 
if and only if (u, - L’)u, = 0 which implies u = 11, on V because ~1, # 0 on V. 
We also observe that the fact that M can be charted by maps of the type 
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cp above implies that 5 can be locally defined on A4 and that condition (ii) 
is equivalent to 
Then the proof is concluded by applying the following lemma with 
h=u,-u, g=ul. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let h, g be C” functions, k 2 1, defined in an open set 
UC R”. Then the conditions 
(i) g=O*h=O, 
(ii) g=O=Vg#O, 
imply that the function f = h/g defined on U\{ x: g(x) = 0) has a Ck- ’ 
extension to all the set LT. 
Proof Condition (ii) implies that, in a neighborhood of any given 
point s= (x,, . . . . x,) such that g(x) =O, the equation g(x) =0 defines 
uniquely one of the .Y;s, say xr, as a Ck function of g and of the remaining 
coordinates. It follows that there exists a Ck local change of coordinates 
(X1) x2, . ..) s,) -+ (g, x2, . . . . x,,). Therefore, without loss of generality, we can 
restrict to the special case g = X, . Then (i) becomes h(0, -‘cz, .. . . x,) = 0 and 
a standard argument shows that 
f(x,, x2, . . . . A-,,) = s _ : g (Ox,, x2, . . . . xn) d6’ 
is the CkP ’ extension to all the set U. 
We now derive further geometrical properties of the manifold M, and of 
the set I$ that we shall use in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We have already 
seen that J$ = V, = (2 E A4,-: o, = 0) and that u,, = u, # 0 on t$. This and 
the implicit function theorem imply that the equation u,(a, x) = 0 defines 
locally a smooth function a + x(a). Therefore, recalling that orbits of the 
vector field (II, -f, 1) correspond on fir to the curves a = const., we obtain 
the following 
PROPOSITION 1.4. K, is a one dimensional smooth manifold local!, 
parametrized by a. At each z E Kf, Kr and the orbit i through z intersect 
tranwersally: i A, K/. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we shall also need some properties of the - - projections on the plane u =0 of [ and K,. Denoting by (a, u) the coor- 
dinate of 2, it s&ices to consider the case where the function a+ x(a), 
.U = x(a), satisfies the condition x’(E) # 0. For a in a neighborhood of 5 the 
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function a-+x(a) can then be inverted to ?I + U(X) and K, can be locally 
represented by x + (u(x, a(x)), u,(x, a(x)), x). The projection KY of KJ on 
the plane LI= 0 coincides locally with the graph of the function u = U(x) = 
U(S, a(x)). The projection co of the orbit [ through z is the graph of 
the function U= u(x, G). From the characterization of & we have 
u,(x, a(x)) = 0 for .Y in the interval of definition of the function a(x). This 
implies 
U’(x) = u,(x, a(x)), 
U”(X) = u,,,(x. u(x)) u’(x) + u.,,(x, u(x)), 
- - and, therefore, U’(?c) = u.,(.u, a) and U”(S) # u,,(x, a) because we have 
assumed a’(.?) # 0 and u,, does not vanish on Vf. The following proposi- 
tion is just a restatement of this result. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Assume ; E K, has the property that the tangent to Kf 
at z is not parallel to the LJ axis and let z”, co, Kj be the projections of z, ; 
(the orbit through z), and K,- on the plane ~1 = 0. Then, K/” is locally a smooth 
arc tangent to co at 2’. Moreooer, K-F and co have a nondegenerate contact 
at z”. 
2. A CLASS OF ADMISSIBLE PERMUTATIONS 
Let y be a smooth simple curve in the (u, v) plane which coincides with 
y”, the line of equation u = u, outside a bounded set. Let bi, i = 1, . . . . n, be 
the abscissae of the intersections (assumed to be transversal) of 3’ with the 
axis v=O. Assume that the 6, are ordered as they appear when 1’ is 
described from ( DZ, ;cj) to ( - ~1, - #XI) and let p,: { 1, . . . . n) + ( 1, . . . . n} be 
the permutation defined by: 
p,(j) > p,(i) 0 b, < bi 
For each point z EIJ let S(Z) be defined so that S(z) + 7c/4 is the angle 
(positive clockwise) swept by a unit vector tangent to 7 when y is described 
from (co, cc) to Z. Consider the open polygon sketched in Fig. 2(a) and let 
7 + be a smoothing of it obtained by inserting small circular arcs at the 
vertices. Let I’- be the symmetric of y+ with respect to y” (Fig. 2(b)(c)). 
Finally let Sy$ be the arc obtained from 7 * by a dilation of factor 6 > 0 
followed by a translation of b along the u-axis. Then, we define the follow- 
ing set of permutations 17: 
DEFINITION 1. A permutation p: { 1, . . . . n 3 -+ { 1, . . . . n) is said to be in Z7 
505 91 l-9 
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FIG. 2. The curves y+ and y-. 
if n is odd and p = py for some y such that there is a finite sequence of 
curves yO, 7,) . . . . ljK, where K= (n - 1)/2, with the following properties: 
(i) yo=yo,;‘K=y. 
(ii) yi+,, i=O, l,..., (n-3)/2, is obtained from yi by replacing a 
segment about one of the intersections (b, 0) of yi with the axis ~7 =0 by 
either S?/,+ or 6~; for some 6 > 0. 
(iii) When the replacement in (ii) is done with 7 -, the angle function 
Si(z) corresponding to yI satisfies the condition 
V( (6, 0)) > 0. 
The aim of this section is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume p: { 1, . . . . n ) + ( 1, . . . . n) is a permutafion and 
p E 17; then there is a smooth function f: [O, l] x [w2 + [w such that p is the 
permutation (T corresponding to the curve yf. 
Remark 1. The operation of changing the curve yi to the curve yi+, , 
step (ii) in Definition 1, can be thought of as a pitchfork bifurcation. 
Therefore Theorem 2.1 implies that all dynamics that can be obtained from 
the situation where the attractor is reduced to a point through a sequence 
of pitchfork bifurcations are possible. 
Remark 2. Condition (iii) in Definition 1 is a necessary condition for 
yi+ r to be the curve I!-, for some f: In fact, when the replacement in (ii) is 
done with y - one obtains 
CS’+‘((b, O))hl = [W(b, O))/~l - 1, 
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where [ .] means integer part. On the other hand it is easy to see (cf. [ 163 ) 
that, if 9,, is the angle function corresponding to yi for some f, then 
Notice that, since 7 * intersects the axis I’= 0 at an inclination of IT/~, 
condition (iii) implies that 
9’((6, o))=jK-; 
for some integer ja 0. Figure 3 shows an example of a sequence 
yO, ‘)I,, y2, yX = 7 with the three properties in Definition 1. For this example 
the permutation p7 is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) + (1, 4, 5, 6, 3, 2, 7). 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we shall make use of certain elementary 
surfaces that locally satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. We now define 
these elementary surfaces. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p, be the dijfeomorphism of R’ x [0, I] defined 6.1 
(zz, ~1, x) + (u + r(x), u + r’(x), x) 
FIG. 3. Example of a sequence 5’“. y,, y2. 7, =;’ for which py: (I, 2, 3,4. 5, 6, 7) + 
I I, 4. 5, 6. 3, 2, 7). 
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bcith r: [0, l] + R a C X function and let Mc Rz x [0, l] be a two dimen- 
sional smooth manifold satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Theoorem 1.2. 
Then, the image p,(M) of M satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2. 
Moreover, pr transforms the set V = K of M onto the corresponding set of 
P,(M). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M be as in Lemma 2.2 and let oS be a diffeomorphism 
of R2 x [0, l] of the form 
(u, 0, x) + (u, Ll+ s(L4, v, x), x) 
with s: [0, 11 + R a C” function and which leaves invariant the set V = K 
of M. Then, the set a,<(M) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2. 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are proved by simple arguments that we omit. 
Let M’ be the graph, or an open subset of the graph, of the function 
u= +02 in the space of (u, v, x). For M’ conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 1.2 are trivially satisfied. Therefore, Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 allow the 
construction of a large class of manifolds satisfying the same conditions, 
namely all the manifolds of the form p,(M’ ), o,(M’ ), p,(o,(M’ )), 
ahAM’)). 
Let M* be the graph, or an open subset of the graph, of the function 
a= -;a2+h(x-.?)r, 
with a, b > 0, .Ic E (0, 1). Then, M* satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2 
and again Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 imply the same is true for the manifolds 
FIG. 4. The manifold I@ obtained as a composition of two elementary manifolds. 
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FIG. 5. Example of manifold ni for which the section curve at x = 1 is of the type 7 -_ 
p,(M*), g,(M* j, pJo,(M*)), a,(p,(M*)). Pasting together a certain num- 
ber of manifolds of the two classes just defined it is possible to construct 
more complicated manifolds satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. 
Figure 4 refers to the case of a manifold A obtained by pasting together 
two elementary manifolds. One is a manifold of type a,+(p,+(M+)) with 
r+(x)<O, r+‘(x)>O, the other is of the type a,-(p,-(M-)) with 
r- = -r+ s (u, r, x)= -s+(u, II, x), and S+ is chosen so that the two 
manifolds ‘connect C x smoothly along the line u = v =O. Changing the 
choice of r+ and S+ without changing the shape of J? for x small, we can 
obtain (as in Fig. 5) that near (0, 0, 1) the intersection of k with the plane 
x = 1 coincides with the curve 67; for some b > 0, b = 0. To do this keeping 
r+(x) < 0, we must require in particular that r+‘(x) > 0 for x smaller than 
some .f E (0, 1) and r + ‘(x) < 0 for x > +<. Moreover, the values of Y +, r + ’ at 
I= 1 must be properly chosen. The manifold in Fig. 6 is constructed by 
pasting together three elementary manifolds M’, M’, and M3. The 
FIG. 6. A manifold obtained as a composition of three elementary manifolds. 
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manifold M’ is of the type os.(pr.(M*)). The function r* is such that 
r*(Z) > 0, v*‘(Z) < 0, and the function s* is chosen to force the manifold to 
cross the plane L’ = 0 along 14 = 0. The manifolds M2 = o,+( p,+ (M + )), 
M3=a,-(p,-(M-)), and the functions Y* are chosen to satisfy the condi- 
tion that the K sets K’ and K3, of M2, M’ connect smoothly with the two 
branches of the set K’ of M’. If the interval of definition of r * is (S + x, 11, 
this corresponds to the requirement 
for x near .\: + LX. For the situation depicted in Fig. 6 we have also assumed 
that r’(~)>O,r+‘(~)<0 for s near .U+cr, and rp(x)>O,r-I(x)<0 for x 
in (.U+ c(, 11. The functions s+ are chosen so that M”, M3 connect 
smoothly with each other and with M’. With a suitable choice of S- one 
also obtains that M3 intersects the plane u =0 along the line u=O. The 
manifold fi in Fig. 7 is constructed by adding to the manifold of Fig. 6 a 
manifold of type a,(p,(M+)) with r(x) < 0, r’(x) > 0, and s chosen in such 
a way that the manifolds connect smoothly along the line u = t’ = 0. As was 
done with the manifold A, also the manifold & can be modified in such 
a way that its intersection with the plane x = 1, near (0, 0, 1) coincides with 
a curve of the type 67;. To do this we must require among other things 
that r’(x) > 0 for .Y smaller than some 5Z E (.U, 1). r’(x) < 0 for x E (a, 11; 
r-‘(x)<0 for ,~E(X+CI,.~),~~‘(.Y)>O for XE($ 11. The manifold fi 
modified in this way is used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and is shown in 
Fig. 8. 
To prove Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that p E I7 implies the existence 
of a manifold M satisfying conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 1.2 and such that 
FIG. 7. The manifold fi obtained as a composition of four elementary manifolds. 
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FIG. 8. Example of manifold .ti for which the section curve at .Y = 1 is of the type 7 -. 
the permutation P,” corresponding to the curve y”” = M n (X = 1) coin- 
cides with p. A manifold M0 satisfying the above conditions and such that 
P ,Wo= p. can be identified with the graph of a smooth function P = 
D(U, x), u(u, 0) = 0, LJ(U, 1) = 14. Therefore, to prove the existence of M it suf- 
fices to prove that the existence of a manifold Mi satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 1.2 and pMt= pi implies the existence of a manifold M,, , 
which satisfies the same conditions and has p~“z-L = pi+ ,. 
In our induction argument we can assume that Mj has any geometrical 
property that M0 also has, provided we show that Mi+ , can be constructed 
to have the same geometrical property. For convenience we shall assume, 
among other things, that the angle functions 8”z,9, defined by the curves 
1, “‘I and lpi satisfy the condition 
Pyb”) = 9,(b), (2.1) 
where (b”, 0, 1) E ??“‘I and (b, 0) E ;‘; are, respectively, the intersections of 
I+‘~ with the plane t’ = 0 and lfi with the axis u = 0. If (6,O) E 7; is that par- 
iicular point around which S;ll or @; is inserted in order to transform 7; 
into yi + , , we can also assume that h” = 0 and that the orbit 5 through 
(P, 0, l), which is well defined by Theorem 1.2, coincides with the line 
segment u = u = 0, x E [0, 11. In fact, if 24 = U<(X) is the equation of the pro- 
jection of s* on the plane o=O, we can always reduce our problem to this 
situation by replacing Mi with the manifold p,(M,), T(S) = u:(x), which 
defines the same permutation pMz as Mi. In the following we shall consider 
only the case where yi+, is obtained from yi by the insertion of 67,. The 
case where I’~+, is obtained from 7; by the insertion of Syl is simpler and 
can be treated using similar arguments. 
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As in [ 161, it can be shown that the angle function 9”’ can be defined 
extended to the whole manifold M, as a smooth function vanishing on the 
line v = x= 0. The set K”” of Mi can then be characterized as the set of 
points such that 9”1= jn + 7r/2 for some integer j. From (2.1), condition 
(iii) in Definition 1, and the remarks following it, we have that t n K”” is 
nonempty. Let 2 = (0, 0, .Y) be the first point in 4 n K.‘fr which one meets 
when following < from x = 1 to s = 0. Performing a small deformation of 
Mj near (0, 0, l), if necessary, we can ensure that the tangent to K”l at z 
is not parallel to the v-axis. Therefore, we can apply Proposition 1.4 to 
conclude that the projection K”’ on the plane v = 0, near (0, 0, 2) lies on 
one side of ir =<O. For definiteness we assume that, near (O,O, Z), the 
projection of K”I’ on the plane U= 0 lies on the half plane u < 0. The 
other case can be discussed in exactly the same way. Let u = U”(X) be the 
local representation of the projection of K”’ on the plane c =0 near -?. 
Then u”(-U) = d~~(.?)/dx =0, d’uK(Y)/&’ < 0 (see Fig. 9). Now the idea 
is to cut away from Mj the part inside a small cylinder C, = 
{ (2.4, 0 x): l2 + v2 < p, .x E (?c - 8, 111, where p is a small positive number, 
and to replace Min C, with a manifold of the type fi, described in the 
beginning of this section, which intersects the plane .Y = 1 along a curve of 
the type 6~;. This can be done provided the functions Y*, I*, Y, s*, s *, s 
are chosen in such a way that I@ is contained in C, and such that it con- 
nects smoothly with M,\,,C,,. In particular, in order for this to be the case, 
r must coincide with uK for x E (-U- /3, X-p’) for some /3’~ (0, 8); rt must 
coincide with uK for XE (X-B’, S-B”) where S-p” is the maximum 
FIG. 9. Example of manifold M, showing the cylinder C,. 
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FIG. 10. The manifold Al, + , obtained from M, by replacing M, n C,! with a manifold of 
type A. 
abscissa of the points in K”” n C,; and I’-, r must be chosen close to 0 in 
the C’ topology (see Fig. IO). It is clear that the manifold M= 
(M,\C,) u iii satisfies the conditions for being the manifold A4, for some 
function f and it is also clear that the permutation p”’ corresponding to M 
coincides with pi + , 
3. THE PITCHFORK BIFURCATION 
As pointed out earlier, the compact attractor A for the flow defined by 
(1) is structurally stable if all the equilibria in A are hyperbolic. This 
implies that all the connections between equilibria are preserved under 
perturbations of the vector field. In the following, we will show that more 
detailed properties of the flow are preserved under perturbations. To state 
these results we need additional notation. 
Let X, J denote equilibria, let IV(x), kV’(s) denote the stable and 
unstable manifolds of X, and define the Morse index of the equilibrium x 
by i(x) = dim P(X). Then, the Morse-Smale structure of the flow defines 
the following partial ordering in the set of equilibria: x B J’ if IV(X) n 
W”(y) is not empty. We write x > J’ if x 2 1’ and x # I: and the signs 
<, <are used with the obvious meaning (see [lo] 1. 
Let n,t, 1; denote the kth eigenvalues of the linearizations of the flow 
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around J and X, respectively, and let (p: be the corresponding unit eigen- 
functions. Then, given an x and J’ such that x > ~9 we associate to each 
orbit II/ connecting x to ~1 an index pair c($) = (j, k) of positive integers in 
the following way. If ii*(t) = II/,(t) denotes the tangent to the orbit IJ at t, 
then ~~(t)/lliz!(t)ll approaches ‘p.,- or -‘p,- as t + --x and cp: or -cpc as 
t + +CG. Note that Matano’s principle [12, Theorem 61 implies thatja k. 
Then, we have the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x, y be hyperbolic equilibria sati.sJsing x > y, i(s) - 
i(y) = n with n a positive integer, and let xl, x2, . . . . x,, ~ , be a sequence of 
IlJperbolic equilibria such that A- > .Y, > . . . > x, _ , > y. Then, i(,u,) = 
i(.x,- ,) - 1 &for k = 1, 2, . . . . n tcith x,, = I and x,, = ~1. Moreover, there is a 
unique sequence of orbits 11/, , Gl, . . . . II/,, such that ek connects xk _ , to .Y/, and 
c($~) = (j, j) with j= i(x,_ ,). 
The proof of this lemma follow from Theorem 7 of [12] which asserts 
that i(xk) - i(.u, _. , ) > 1 for all 1 < k < n. Then, equality follows from: 
j(s) - i(y) = i i(xk) - i(.uk 1) = n. 
k=l 
This also implies the uniqueness of the sequence of orbits $k connecting 
sykLl to .yk since p(.yk- i) n wS(xk) are one-dimensional manifolds. 
Finally, to compute the index pair c($~) = (j,, j,) we observe that $k = 
w”(x& ,) n w”(x,) implies that j, < i(x,- ,) and jl > i(xk) = i(.xk- L) - 1, 
from which it follows that j, <j,. Thus, we must have that j, = j, = 
i(x, _, ), proving the lemma. 
If all the equilibria are hyperbolic any perturbation of the vector field 
that preserves this hyperbolicity also preserves the structure of the flow, 
including the connection index pairs as given by the lemma. The stability 
properties of these connection index pairs extend further to all connections, 
as we show in the following. 
With the preceding notation, let $ be an orbit connecting the equilibria 
.Y and ~9, satisfying c($) = (I, j) for i(s) b I > j> i(y). Then, as in 
Theorem 2.1 of Brunovsky and Fiedler [6], we have that W”(X), the 
unstable manifold of x, decomposes into an increasing sequence of n = i(x) 
invariant submanifolds W; c ... c W; = W”(x) such that dim W; = k, 
the tangent space to WA: at x, T, W;, is spanned by the k eigenfunctions 
cp , ? “‘, cp;, and for any u0 E W;‘\ W;- ,, denoting by w(t) = tl(t) the 
tangent at t to the orbit l(t) passing through u0 at time t = 0, ((0) = uO, we 
have that 
lim w(t)/llw(t)ll = *(Pk. 
I--t -x 
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The orbit $ is contained in the submanifold W;, which consists of all the 
orbits leaving ?I tangentially to (P; for some k satisfying 1 < k < 1. Further- 
more, again as in [6, Lemma 3.11, we have that W”(y), the stable manifold 
of J: also decomposes into a decreasing sequence of invariant submanifolds 
w*(y)= w,: 3 w,++, 3 . . . . with m = i( r) + 1, such that codim W: = k - 1, 
the tangent space to Wl at J, T,. W,t.-is spanned by cp:, cpc+ ,, . . . . and for 
any u0 E W: \> W:, , , denoting by I = &(f), t 20, the tangent to the orbit 
t(r) passing through u0 at time t =0, we have that 
Then, the orbit II/ is also contained in the submanifold Wj+, and we have 
the following result: 
LEMMA 3.2. The manifolds W[- and W: intersect transversally along $1 
w,- m, w+ I . 
To prove this lemma we follow the approach taken in Angenent [l] for 
the proof of the transversality theorem. Let u0 denote any point in W”(x), 
and for ‘1 E T,, W’(x) define z(t, s) = at(t)/&, . q where again t(r) is the 
orbit passing through u0 at time t =O. Also, for I/I E W, n W,? take 
uo= $(O) and let Lk(uO) denote the k-dimensional subspace of T,,,W”(s) 
(see [l, Lemma 31): 
L,(u,) = (0) u (II E TL,, W”(X): if #O, r--t --% ?tt3 rl)/llz(r3 l)ll =Vj lim 
for some j < k ),. 
The tangent to I,+ at t = 0 satisfies $,(O) E T,, W; n T,, W,’ and we observe 
that T, W,- contains the (j- 1)-dimensional inear subspace L,- ,(uo). 
Now, using the nonincreasing property of the lap number (Matano’s 
principle) as in the proof of Angenent’s main result (the transversality 
theorem), we have that 
and since dim L, _ , ( uo) = j - 1 = codim T, W,+ we obtain the desired 
result. 
As a consequence we also obtain that the set of orbits $ connecting x to 
.Y with index pair c(G) = (I, j) form an (1-j + 1 )-dimensional manifold (see 
Fig. 11). This follows from 
dim W; n W,+ =dim W; -codim W,+ =I- j+ 1. 
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w- w 
n-l 
FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the manifolds I+‘,+ and If’,- showing the orbit I) 
contained in their transversal intersection. 
We remark that if cp is a hyperbolic equilibrium, then i(q) coincides with 
the number k of positive eigenvalues of the linearization of (1) around cp. 
If, on the other hand, cp is not hyperbolic, the local center manifold of cp 
is either: (a) stable; (b) unstable; or (c) neither (see [12]). In the first two 
cases we still define the Morse index of cp as i(q) =dim W’(cp); that is, 
i(q) = k in case (a) and i(q) = k+ 1 in case (b). Then, the previous results 
still hold when x (or ~3) is nonhyperbolic and the Morse index is defined. 
This follows from the definition of the index i and Theorem 8 of [ 121. 
We consider now the one-parameter family of scalar parabolic equations 
u, = 4, +f,(u, 4, .u), .Y E (0, 1) (3.1 1.5 
with separated linear homogeneous boundary conditions and assume that 
Eq. (3.1), defines a flow in the appropriate Sobolev space with a compact 
attractor A,. 
In the next theorem we characterize the transformations occurring in the 
attractor when one of its equilibria undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation while 
all other equilibria stay hyperbolic. 
Let f,, s E ( -8, E) for E > 0, be a family of functions depending smoothly 
on S, and assume that U, is an equilibrium of (3.1), which is hyperbolic 
only for s # 0. We denote by 1, the eigenvalue of the linearization of (3.1), 
around u, which vanishes for s = 0, and by (pF the corresponding unit eigen- 
functions. We assume that &,/CA # 0, and that U, undergoes a supercritical 
pitchfork bifurcation at s =O; that is, for s ~0 there exist two new equi- 
libria u:, U! satisfying 
Then, we have 
lim u?= lim d 14~=c4 s 0. 
,-to+ 3+0+ 
lim 
zf-lfu, up-u* 
s-o+ IIL4-uu,ll = -J&+ llup-u,ll =%I, 
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For s in (--E, 0) let C- = C- (s) denote the set of equilibria of (3.1), which 
connect to u,. Then, CP is continuous with respect to s in the Hausdorff 
topology. Excluding the two new equilibria uz, LIP appearing for SE (0, E) 
we extend C- continuously for all s in the interval ( -E, E) preserving the 
number of equilibria in this set. Let also U + = U+(s), (I _ = U ~ (s) denote 
the subsets of CP corresponding to the equilibria which for s E ( -E, 0) 
have the following property: if o, E U, (or P,, E UP ) and tis = G,(t) is a con- 
necting orbit between U, and c,, then the tangent ~~,(t)=?$,(t)/?t to the 
orbit tis at t satisfies IIJ,/IIH’,II + kq, with k= +l (or k = -1, respectively) 
as *, approaches u,, that is, either for t -+ +‘z or t--f --Y). From 
Lemma 3.2 we can assert that U, and CL are also continuous with respect 
to s in ( -E, 0). We extend continuously U, and UP to all the interval 
( -E, E) as we did with the set C-. Moreover, we denote by U = U(s) the 
subset U= CP’\( U, u UP ). Similarly, for any s in (0, E) we define the set 
C+ = C’(s) as the set of equilibria of (3.1), which are connected to u,, and 
also the corresponding subsets V,, VP, and I/. 
Since for s>O we have to account for the connections of the two new 
equilibria, we denote by AZ, Ap the eigenvalues of the linearizations of (3.1), 
around u:, UP satisfying lim,,,+ 1: = lim,,,+ I.,! = 0, and by cp:, ‘pf the 
corresponding unit eigenfunctions atisfying lim, _ O+ cp: = lim, _ 0+ ‘p! = cpO. 
Then, we define for any s in (0, E) the sets C” = C’(s), Cp = CO(J) of equi- 
libria of (3.1), connected to UT, u!, respectively, and also the subsets 
vy, V”. V” and Vt, P’! , VP in a completely analogous way, substituting 
u cp by u’ cp’ and up cp!. 57 s 
Assumini’thit all oiler kquilibria are hyperbolic in s E ( -E, E), we have 
the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the above assumptions the following relations hold 
for s E (0,E): 
(i) v= v”= r”= u, 
(ii) V, = (u;), VP = {u$], 
(iii) V: = u,, v”={uj}=V~, Vfy=K. 
Moreover, all other connections between the hyperbolic equilibria are 
preserved. 
We remark that this theorem provides the necessary information to 
determine all the connections between the equilibria in the attractor for 
s > 0 once they are known for s < 0. In Fig. 12 we sketch the new connec- 
tions as given by this theorem. 
The proof of this theorem follows [12] closely. We will assume without 
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(a) s<O (b) s-0 
FIG. 12. Schematic representation of all the connections of the equilibria near a super- 
critical pitchfork bifurcation. 
loss of generality that dl,/ds > 0. This implies that at s = 0 the dimension 
of the unstable manifold of U, increases by one with the Morse index i(u,) 
defined and left continuous. Furthermore, Theorem 8 of [ 121 asserts that 
transversality of the stable and unstable manifolds of the equilibria of (3.1), 
holds for all s throughout the bifurcation. 
Let us denote by W;(u,) the s-section of the center manifold of (u,, 0) 
for the composite system (3.1), together with the equation ds/dt = 0, and by 
Wy(u,) and W,uU(u,) the s-sections of the strongly stable and unstable 
manifolds, respectively. If u, for s < 0 is an equilibrium contained in U, by 
the definition of U there exists a solution I+!I~ connecting u, to u,, such that 
II/, is contained either in the strongly stable manifold W”,“(u,) or in the 
strongly unstable W;(u,). Since ~1, E C(s) we have, from the argument 
used in [ 12, Theorem 91, that for s = 0, L’~ connects to uO. Then, from the 
previous lemma and the remark following it we conclude that for s = 0 the 
solution Ic/O connecting u,, to u0 is contained in the strongly stable or 
unstable manifold of uO. Moreover, by [12, Theorem 81, the strongly 
stable and unstable manifolds of u0 and II,, intersect ransversally. It follows 
from the local representation of transversality and the implicit function 
theorem that the nonempty intersection of these manifolds is preserved for 
SE (0, E) (see the argument used in [ 12, Theorem 93). Since for s = 0 we 
have u: = u{ we conclude that for s E (0, E) the set U is contained in each 
of the sets V, V”, and VP. From the same argument used backwards we 
conclude that each set V, V’, VP is contained in U finishing the proof of 
assertion (i). Assertion (ii) follows immediately from the local representa- 
tion of the center manifold W:(u,). Finally we consider the representation 
of the center manifold containing the local center manifold. Then, assertion 
(iii) follows from the consideration of the flow on this manifold. 
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4. THE DYNAMICS IN THE HAMILTONIAN CASE 
When f is independent of x and u, one defines the “time map” T= 
Tf : Of + (0, 03) by associating to any a in a certain open set D,c R the 
first positive solution of the equation u,( T, a) = 0 (see, for example, 
[3, 181). Then T(a) = l/k for some positive integer k is a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition in order that a corresponds to a nonconstant equilibrium 
of 
z41=14.,+f(u), o<.u< 1 
u,(O, t)=u,(l, t)=O 
(4.1) 
and one can prove that the equilibrium is hyperbolic if and only if 
T’(a) # 0. 
In the following we restrict ourselves to the particular case off with only 
three zeros u, > u,, > u2 and denote by 9 the set of such functions. Without 
loss of generality we assume u,, = 0 and F(uZ) > F(u,) where F(u) = 
s;ff(s)ds. Then D.,=(a(u,),O)u(O,u,) and 
where LX: (0, u,) + ( - CG, 0) is a strictly monotone decreasing function 
defined by F(cl(s)) = F(s). 
Making the generic assumption that every equilibrium of (4.1) is hyper- 
bolic we let S,= {k,, . . . . kN} denote the sequence of integer numbers k such 
that T(a) = l/k for a E (0, u,) ordered by decreasing values of a’. We remark 
that this sequence may have no elements, in which case (4.1) has only the 
3 constant equilibria; otherwise the number of equilibria is exactly 2N+ 3. 
The knowledge of S, is equivalent to the knowledge of the permutation 
r~:,. in the sense that from S, one can easily determine or, and vice versa. 
Therefore, characterizing the permutations (TV, that can be achieved by 
functions f in the set 9 is equivalent to characterizing the corresponding 
sequences S,. If N 2 1 it follows immediately from the definition that the 
sequence S-, satisfies the conditions 
k,= 1 and Ik,+,-k,l<l, j=l , . . . . N- 1. (4.2) 
In this section we prove that conversely we have the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. If S = {k,, . . . . k,.), N >, 1, is a sequence safisfJ?ing condi- 
tions (4.2) then there exists f E 9 such that S= .S,-. 
To prove this theorem we need to restate a result of Urabe [19] which 
we will use to determine a function f corresponding to a given time map 
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T, that is, a function f such that T,= T. To do this we introduce the new 
variable r = (2F(a))“’ corresponding in the phase plane (u, u) to the maxi- 
mum velocity of the solution II = B(X, a). Given the monotonicity of F on 
each interval [0, u,] and [uz. 0] we can define the appropriate inverse 
functions a=cp,(r), where cp&: [0, (~F(F(u~))‘:‘~] + R, 47+(r)=FP’(r2/2) 
are such that q+(r)>0 and p-(r)<0 with q,(O)=O. Then, in terms of 
the new variable the time map is given by 
T(~) = j"+'r' [r' - 2F(s)] ~ l2 ds 
v-trt 
with domain (0, (OF’,‘)) and we decompose 7 as T= t, + T- where 
i 
V+(r) 
z+(r)= [ r2 - 2&Q)] - l/2 ds, 
-0 
7c(r)=j;eir) [?-2F(S)lP’i2dS. 
The functions r* are related to the half-periods of the solution 
u = U(X, u) and are as smooth asf(see [ 191 for details). We define t+(O) = 
lim T-T”+ ?; f (p.) = 42 ,i;f’(O). Performing also the change of variables )’ = 
C=‘(s)1 ‘j2 in the above integrals we obtain 
r+(r)= fr [r2-y*]p2E+().)dy, 
d 0 
z_ir)= -j; ~r2-r2~-~~2~-(y)~v, 
where t+(y) = y/f(p*(y)). It is clear from the above expressions that the 
right-hand side off (the restriction of .f to the interval (0, u,)) determines 
uniquely the half-period function r, and similarly the left-hand side off 
determines T _. Conversely, the integral equations defining T + can be 
explicitly solved for 5 + (see [ 191): 
t,(.li)= *i tc(0)+y j; [y2-r23-1,‘25;tr)dr 
[ I 
. 
Moreover, from 5, one can recover the function f if 5 + and -c are 
positive functions (see [ 171). In fact, using the relation 5 + (.r ) = dp + ( y )/dy 
we obtain the following parametric representation for f: 
We remark that Schaaf [17} has shown that there are positive functions 
r* such that the conditions i 5 *(y) > 0 are not satisfied; thus, when 
considering general functions as time maps, these conditions need to be 
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verified. From the above reasoning Urabe proves the following theorem 
(with the correction by Schaaf): 
THEOREM 4.2. [U, Theorem 51. Let I= [0, c] denote an interval such 
that any solution of (4.1) with a stationary value r in I is oscillating around 
the origin with bounded period T,.(r). Then, the half-period functions T + 
defined above are positive C ‘(I) functions and satisfy, r + (0) = T ~ (0). 
Conversely. given C’(I) functions T + such that T + (0) = 5 _ (0) and the 
functions 2 5 + defined above are positive in I there is a C’ function f 
uniquely determined in the interval L = [a ~ , i;( + ] where in + = jh 5 +(s) ds 
such that any solution sf‘ (4.1) with initial condition a in L has a stationar) 
value r in I and is oscillating around the origin nith half-periods given 6.1 
T+(r). 
Since T= T + + T ~ we conclude from the above theorem that for a given 
difference S = z + - t _ the map T determines uniquely the function f in the 
appropriate interval such that T= Tf. 
Notice that one also obtains that uf(u) > 0 for u in L\ (0). The fact that 
.f(, ) = 0 implies that the time map T= T, becomes unbounded satisfying 
a _ ,,, T(a) = +w. Conversely, it is also interesting to consider the 
behaviour of .f when the time map is unbounded. One easily shows that if 
lim I+r0T+(r)= +‘zc for some r,>O. then lim,.,,,<+(~)= +,zG, and in 
this case if b = s;P 5 +(y) dy < +,x, then lim, j hm f(u) = 0 with similar 
results for T- . The question of whether or not b < +orj depends on the 
behaviour of T + as T + r + ot and will not be addressed here. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let S= (k,, . . . . k?,j satisfy condition (4.2). We 
need to show that there is a function .f~5 such that the corresponding 
time map T, produces the given sequence. For simplicity we consider only 
the case corresponding to odd functions f assuming that T + = T ~. Clearly 
there are functions T + such that the function T= 25, produces the 
sequence S. It is only necessary to prove that one can obtain an adequate 
function T + satisfying the condition 4 + (.I.) > 0 of Theorem 4.2. To do this 
we write {, in the form 
where J(r)= rr+(r), and show that one can produce an adequate r, such 
that J’(r)>O. Let T, =~+(a) for a>O, let ~~=~+(a+e) with e>O, and 
assume that t’+(~?) is constant for J E (a, a + e). Then, if 52 > r,/2 we have 
that J’(r) = T, + (T, - T2)(a - 2r)/e > 5, - (T1 -sz)(a + 2e)/e = 2T2 - 51 - 
(T, - TV) a/e and we conclude that J’(r) > 0 if e is taken sufficiently large. 
Since this procedure can be used again for .1; > a + e to get TV = 5+(j) > 
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2,/2, this implies that T + can reach any small positive value l/k preserving 
J’ positive. From Theorem 4.2 and the remarks following it we obtain the 
desired function f E g. 
We remark here that iffe 9 is such that the corresponding time map 
satisfies the condition J’(r) > 0 referred to in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it 
is easy to use Theorem 4.2 to construct a family fS, s E [O, 11, with f, =f 
and having the desired property of being a continuous path of functions 
depending only on u and satisfying properties (i), (ii) of the Introduction. 
For this family, as s goes from 1 to 0 the attractor A, goes from Aj to a 
point A,lb = (0 > passing through a sequence of pitchfork bifurcations of the 
trivial equilibrium u,-0. If the condition J’(r) >O is not satisfied it is not 
clear that such a continuous family can be constructed and the problem is 
much more difficult. 
Finally, we point out that Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 2 have 
interesting implications for the problem of determining the admissible 
dynamics for Eq. (4.1). For example, from a combinatorial analysis of the 
number of sequences of fixed length Na 1 one obtains the following: 
hOPOSITION 4.3. There are exactly (&) dif.erent sequences S= 
{k,, . . . . k,,,} satisfying (4.2) where No= [N/2]. 
This proposition determines the number of possible different incidence 
matrices C-, that are realizable with f ~9 and corresponding to attractors 
with 2N + 3 equilibria. 
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